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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to examine if performing a lower body resistance training priming activity
effects athletic performance completed 24 hours later. University level field hockey players (N = 10) completed 1
control (CON) and 2 experimental trials on separate days. A randomised, counter-balanced experimental design
with cross-over was used across three conditions. The CON trial consisted of complete abstention from physical
activity. For the ‘strength’ (STR) experimental trial participants performed a parallel back squat exercise for 5 sets
of 2 repetitions with 90% 1RM; while for the ‘hypertrophy’ (HYP) experimental approach was 3 sets of 10
repetitions with 75% 1RM. Subjects attended a testing session 24 hours after each trial, consisting of CMJ, SJ, 22cm DJ, 38-cm DJ and 40 m sprint. The 5 m sprint performance was significantly better (p < 0.05) for CON group
when compared to the HYP group. No other significant differences were highlighted between trials. The results
indicate that performing resistance training in-line with STR and HYP the day before competition does not improve
athletes’ performance. The results also suggest how a lower body STR priming activity can be implemented the
day before competition without negatively impact subsequent performance. For the strength and conditioning
coach, this may be a useful window to train athletes during the ‘in-season’ schedule.
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1. Introduction
Getting an athlete in the best physical
condition possible, the day of competition, is the
primary goal of every strength and conditioning coach.
Strength and conditioning professionals wisely manage
training and recovery in order to allow their athletes to
perform at the highest possible level during
competition. The utilisation of pre-conditioning
strategies, in the form of appropriate warm-up, passive
heat maintenance, post-activation potentiation, remote
ischemic preconditioning, hormonal priming and
priming activities; it appears to be a useful tool to
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enhance athlete’s performance [1]. Kilduff et al., [1]
reviewed a number of pre-conditioning strategies,
applied on the day of competition, exploring the
possible practical use for high intensity sports that
includes sprinting, jumping and throwing; proposing a
potential timeline of their utilisation in athlete’s precompetition routine. Findings suggest that there are
many opportunities to enhance the athlete’s physical
readiness and performance the same day of
competition, including the utilisation of resistance
training priming activities, a few hours before [1].
There is considerable evidence suggesting that
the implementation of a single bout of resistance
exercise enhances explosive power measures when
performed 3-20 minutes post initial stimulus [2-8].
Current literature has also analysed longer time frames
of between four and six hours, with the utilisation of
various forms of pre-competition activity [9-13].
Priming activities composed of bouts of sprints with
180° change of direction at mid-way point or cycle
ergometer max-effort protocols, found an enhanced
sprinting and power performance in athletes [9, 12].
Furthermore, several studies have shown that a
resistance training session, performed four to six hours
before competition enhances strength, power, reactive
strength and sprinting performance [9-13]. However,
the implementation of priming activities, in the
morning, on the day of competition, raises
considerable doubt regarding the practicability and the
effective use during performance preparation from an
applied perspective. The performance of total body
resistance training sessions to failure [9, 10] or the use
of maximal effort sprints a few hours before a game
[9, 12] is of a doubtful acceptance by coaching staff
and players alike, even if power and running velocity
may beneficiate from it, later in the day [9, 10, 12]. A
logistical issue also emerges if the priming activity
needs to be completed a few hours before competition
when the match or event is away from home, with the
consequent travel needed. It would appear problematic
to perform the priming activity session in this case.
Therefore, in a group of university level field
hockey players, the aim of this study was to investigate
the effects of two different priming activities, ‘strength’
(STR) and ‘hypertrophy’ (HYP), on physical
performance tests, performed 24 hours later. The
purpose is to create a more practical priming activity
procedure that can be applied the day before
competition, by-passing the issues presented above.
Based on the findings of previous research, it was
hypothesised that an improvement on physical

performances following the STR priming activity would
be observed, when compared to the other trials.

2. Methods

2.1 Experimental Approach to the Problem
The study used a randomised, counterbalanced and cross-over design, with all the subjects
completing a testing and familiarisation session
followed by 2 experimental (STR; HYP) and 1 control
(CON) (no physical activity) trials 24 hours prior to a
testing session. The familiarisation session included
signing of consent form, the collection of
anthropometric data, introduction to study warm-up
protocol, a three-repetition maximum (3RM) parallel
back squat test and confirmation of familiarisation with
the physical testing activities. The familiarisation
session and the subsequent trials sessions, including
the testing session the day after, were separated by a
minimum of 5 days. The timing of priming activities
and testing sessions were consistent across the study.
A rest day, abstention from caffeine, replication of
dietary intake and sleep patterns were requested in the
24 hours before each trial and testing session.

2.2 Subjects
The subjects were 10 university level field
hockey players aged 20.4 ± 1.9 years (body mass 82.4
± 8.8 kg; stature 181.4 ± 6.4 cm). All subjects were
required to have completed at least one year of
monitored and recorded strength and conditioning
training history, with the use of the parallel back squat
exercise with intensities up to 3RM. Players
volunteered to take part in this study during a period
of training (3 resistance training sessions per week)
during their off-season. Before participating in the
study, all the participants signed an informed consent,
approved by the Cardiff Metropolitan University’s Ethics
Committee. All the subjects were informed of the
potential risks associated with the study prior to giving
their informed consent by the presentation of a
participant information sheet. All subjects declared
themselves as injury free and healthy.

2.3 Procedures

2.3.1 Testing and familiarization session
Physical preparedness for study participation
was assessed using the Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire (PAR-Q). Anthropometric data were
taken; stature was recorded using a SECA portable
stadiometer (model 321, Vogel & Halke, Hamburg,
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Germany), while body mass was recorded using a
SECA scale (model 770, Vogel & Halke, Hamburg,
Germany). Following collection of anthropometric data,
subjects performed a 10-minute predetermined
dynamic warm up using a ‘RAMP’ protocol [14] and a
3RM parallel back squat test. The data taken was used
to calculate individual’s load for the two priming
activities using the Wathen’s equation: 1RM=
100*weight/(48.8 + 53.8*e[-0.075*reps]), which has
been shown to be the most accurate for the squat
exercise [15, 16]. Following the maximal effort test,
the participants were instructed about the physical
tests that they would have performed during the
research. Participants were provided the opportunity to
complete two trials for each test for familiarisation and
increase reliability of data.

2.3.2 Experimental trials
For the STR and HYP trial, participants arrived
in the morning (~09:00 h) and completed a 10-minute
dynamic warm up ‘RAMP’ protocol [14]; followed by a
parallel back squat progressive warmup consisting of
10 repetitions with barbell only (20 kg), 5 repetitions
with 70% 1RM, 2 repetitions with 80% 1RM, 1
repetitions with 90% 1RM, with a 2-minute interval inbetween each set for the STR trial and 10 repetitions
with barbell only (20 kg), 5 repetitions with 60% 1RM,
5 repetitions with 70% 1RM, with a 2-minute interval
in-between each set for the HYP trial. After the
completion of the warm up the participants
commenced the priming activity; STR priming activity
consisted of 5 sets of 2 repetitions with 90% 1RM with
a 3-minute interval in-between each set, while, HYP
priming activity consisted of 3 sets of 10 repetitions
with 75% 1RM with a 90-second interval in-between
each set. After the completion of the trial, participants
left the gym and were instructed to rest for the
remainder of the day. The 3RM parallel back squat test
and the two priming activities were performed using 20
kg barbells (Absolute performance Ltd., Cardiff, United
Kingdom) and York Fitness plates (York Barbell UK
Ltd., Daventry, United Kingdom).

2.3.3 Control Trial
For CON trial, participants were instructed to
rest for the whole day without doing any physical
activity.

2.3.4 Testing session
In the morning (~09:00 h) of the day after
each trial, participants arrived at the facility and

performed a 10-minute dynamic warm up following the
‘RAMP’ protocol [14] followed by a physical testing
battery consisting of body mass measurement, counter
movement jump (CMJ), squat jump (SJ), 22-cm drop
jump (DJ), 38-cm DJ and a 40 m sprint, with split
times recorded at 5, 10, 20 and 40 meters. CMJ and SJ
were performed on a Smartspeed Jump Mat
(Smartjump, Fusion Sport, Brisbane, Australia). In the
CMJ participants dipped to a self-selected depth before
jumping to achieve maximum height. SJ consisted of
participants performing a jump from a self-selected
isometric squat position held for 3 seconds Two
attempts were recorded for both the CMJ and SJ with a
2-minute interval in-between repetitions. The highest
CMJ height and estimated peak power output (PP),
using Sayers’ formula PP(W)= (51.9) x (jump height in
cm) + (48.9 x body mass - 2007), were recorded [17,
18], whereas the best SJ height and estimated PP,
using Sayers’ formula PP(W)= (60.7) x (jump height,
cm) + 45.3 x body mass - 2055), were taken [18, 19].
The 22-cm and 38-cm DJ were performed from
plyometric boxes (Absolute performance Ltd., Cardiff,
United Kingdom) on a Smartspeed Jump Mat
(Smartjump, Fusion Sport, Brisbane, Australia); two
attempts were allowed for each jump, where
participants jumped as high as possible with the
shortest ground contact time (GCT) as possible. Twominute interval in-between the repetitions were
permitted and the best reactive strength index (RSI),
calculated from jump height divided by GCT, was
recorded. All four types of jump test were performed
with participants holding their arms akimbo throughout
the jump movement. The 40 m sprint was recorded
with Smartspeed Timing Gates (Smartspeed, Fusion
Sport, Brisbane, Australia), with the participants
completing the distance in the shortest time. Two
attempts were allowed with 2-minute interval inbetween. The fastest time for the 5m, 10m, 20m, 20 to
40m and 40m distance were recorded. Participants and
tests’ order were randomised during each data
collection session.

2.4 Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were carried out using
SPSS Statistics software (IBM Inc., USA). Data were
reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD). All data
were checked for normality of distribution using
Shapiro-Wilk test (above > 0.05) and visual inspection
of Histograms, Normal Q-Q plots and Box plots.
Difference between performance measures in the
various test of the three different trials were analysed
using repeated measure ANOVA. Significance in all
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cases was determined with a probability value of p <
0.05 and where appropriate followed by Bonferroni
adjusted post hoc test.
Data were also analysed for practical
significance using magnitude-based inferences [20]. To
compare between-group differences (i.e., CON vs.
HYP, CON vs. STR and STR vs. HYP) freely available
spreadsheets (http://www.sportsci.org/) were adopted
to calculate effect sizes (ES, 90% CL) using the pooled
SD of the selected variables of interest [21]. Threshold
values for ES statistics were ≤ 0.2 (trivial), > 0.2
(small), > 0.6 (moderate), > 1.2 (large), and > 2.0
(very large) [22]. For between-group comparisons
uncertainty in the differences were expressed as 90%
CL and as probabilities that the true (unknown)
difference was substantially greater or smaller than the
smallest worthwhile change (SWC, 0.2 multiplied by
the between-subject standard deviation). Quantitative
probabilities of beneficial/better or detrimental/poorer
changes/differences were evaluated qualitatively as
follows: <5%, very unlikely; 5-25%, unlikely; 25-75%,
possibly; 75-95%, likely; 95-99%, very likely; >99%,
almost certain. If the probabilities of substantially
greater and smaller differences were >5% the effect
was reported as unclear, otherwise the effect was clear
and interpreted as the magnitude of the observed
value [22].

3. Results
Jump performance data for the three different
groups
and
the
standardised
between-group
differences in provided in Table 1. No significant
differences were found between groups. However,
there was a possibly small decrease in CMJ height after
the HYP condition when compared to the CON
condition. Reactive strength data for the three different
groups
and
the
standardised
between-group
differences is possibly provided in Table 2. No
significant differences were found between groups.
However, there was a small decrease in 22-cm DJ RSI
after the HYP trial when compared to the CON trial.
Table 3 presents the ‘Speed’ test data for the three
different groups and the standardised between-group
differences. The 5 m sprint performance was
significantly better for the CON trial when compared to
the HYP trial. There were no significant differences
between any other group. However, there was a likely
moderate decrease in 5 m sprint performance after the
STR trial when compared to the CON trial. In addition,
there was a possibly small decrease in 10 m and 20 m

sprint performance after the HYP condition when
compared to the CON condition.

4. Discussion
The current study analysed and compared the
effects of different modes of priming activity,
performed 24 hours prior, on indicators of athletic
performance for university level field hockey players.
Priming activities slightly influenced the performance of
the athletes, with results which can be usefully applied
to the strength and conditioning practice. Despite
much research being completed on the effects on
performance of resistance training completed within a
few hours before different athletic tests [9-13], to the
knowledge of the author, no research has explored the
effects of resistance training on subsequent athletic
performance, investigated through various field tests,
performed 24 hours after, and remains conspicuous by
its absence.
STR priming activity did not influence
positively, the day after performances which
contradicts the hypothesis of this study. Analysing the
data utilising both Null-Hypothesis Significance Testing
and Magnitude Based Inferences analysis, it highlights
that the only significant difference was for the 5 m
sprint test, where subjects performing the HYP trial,
presented inferior performance compared to the CON
group. Similarly, STR trial led to a likely moderate
decrease in 5 m sprint performance, when compared
to CON trial. Four variables (i.e., 22 cm DJ RSI; CMJ
height; 10 and 20 m sprint time) present possible small
inferior performances detected in the HYP group if
compared to CON group. The findings reveal how
neither trial clearly enhanced the athletes’ performance
24 hours after, displaying how, utilising the priming
activities described in this study, the day before a
competition did not provide an additional opportunity
in the in-season training cycle, whereby subsequent
performance can be enhanced. However, data
highlights how a HYP training session can slightly
negatively affect the day after performance.
Increased DJ height measures have been
reported 6 hours following heavy parallel back squat
protocols comprising of 4-6 sets, of 1-4 repetitions,
with intensities starting at 80% 1RM and increasing up
to 95% 1RM [13]. Similarly, rugby players performing
a parallel back squat 3RM test, reported significantly
enhanced strength and power (i.e., 3RM bench press,
3RM parallel back squat, CMJ PP, 40 m sprint)
measures, 6 hours after [9].
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Table 1 Descriptive analysis and standardised between-group differences with quantitative and qualitative inferences for the jump performance data
scores after ‘control’, ‘hypertrophy’ and ‘strength’ trials
HYP vs. CON

STR vs. CON

STR vs. HYP

EXERCISE

CONTROL
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

HYPERTROPHY
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

STRENGTH
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for HYP - CON
Qualitative inference
P value

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for STR - CON
Qualitative inference
P value

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for STR - HYP
Qualitative inference
P value

CMJ
HEIGHT
(cm)

36.03 ± 5.20

34.38 ± 6.05

34.80 ±
7.51

-0.27 (-0.49; -0.05)
0/29/71
Possibly
P = 0.159

-0.17 (-0.47;
0.12)
2/54/44
Possibly
P = 0.910

0.06 (-0.22; 0.33)
18/76/6
Unclear
P = 1.000

CMJ PP
(W)

3916.77 ±
508.87

3841.61 ±
464.03

3856.30 ±
449.28

-0.14 (-0.30; 0.02)
0/74/25
Possibly
P = 0.339

-0.12 (-0.33; 0.10)
1/75/24
Possibly trivial
P = 1.000

0.03 (-0.19; 0.25)
9/86/4
Likely trivial
P = 1.000

SJ HEIGHT
(cm)

33.20 ± 6.56

33.48 ± 5.72

33.16 ±
7.04

0.04 (-0.21; 0.30)
14/80/6
Unclear
P = 1.000

-0.01 (-0.14; 0.13)
1/98/1
Very likely trivial
P = 1.000

-0.05 (-0.34; 0.25)
8/73/18
Unclear
P = 1.000

SJ PP (W)

3715.79 ±
508.36

3742.30 ±
366.53

3716.54 ±
512.39

0.05 (-0.30; 0.02)
13/84/3
Likely trivial
P = 1.000

0.00 (-0.33; 0.10)
1/99/0
Very likely trivial
P = 1.000

-0.05 (-0.31; 0.20)
5/79/16
Unclear
P = 1.000

Note. n, sample size; ES, effect size, standardized differences; 90% CL, 90% confidence limits. Qualitative inferences are ≤ 0.2 (trivial), > 0.2
(small), > 0.6 (moderate), > 1.2 (large), and > 2.0 (very large): <5%, very unlikely; 5-25%, unlikely; 25-75%, possibly; 75-95%, likely; 95-99%,
very likely; >99%, almost certain. * significant difference between groups.
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Table 2 Descriptive analysis and standardised between-group differences with quantitative and qualitative inferences for the Reactive
strength index scores after ‘control’, ‘hypertrophy’ and ‘strength’ trials
HYP vs. CON

STR vs. CON

STR vs. HYP

EXERCISE

CONTROL
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

HYPERTROPHY
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

STRENGTH
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for HYP CON
Qualitative inference
P value

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for STR CON
Qualitative inference
P value

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for STR - HYP
Qualitative inference
P value

22cm DJ
RSI

1.50 ± 0.45

1.39 ± 0.45

1.46 ± 0.56

-0.23 (-0.46; 0.00)
0/40/59
Possibly
P = 0.292

-0.08 (-0.40; 0.24)
7/67/26
Unclear
P = 1.000

0.12 (-0.15; 0.39)
30/67/3
Possibly
P = 1.000

38cm DJ
RSI

1.52 ± 0.48

1.49 ± 0.50

1.54 ± 0.56

-0.06 (-0.41; 0.28)
10/66/24
Unclear
P = 1.000

0.03 (-0.28; 0.35)
18/72/11
Unclear
P = 1.000

0.09 (-0.22; 0.40)
26/68/6
Unclear
P = 1.000

Note. n, sample size; ES, effect size, standardized differences; 90% CL, 90% confidence limits. Qualitative inferences are ≤ 0.2 (trivial), >
0.2 (small), > 0.6 (moderate), > 1.2 (large), and > 2.0 (very large): <5%, very unlikely; 5-25%, unlikely; 25-75%, possibly; 75-95%, likely;
95-99%, very likely; >99%, almost certain. * significant difference between groups.
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Table 3 Descriptive analysis and standardised between-group differences with quantitative and qualitative inferences for the Speed exercises scores
after ‘control’, ‘hypertrophy’ and ‘strength’ trials
HYP vs. CON

STR vs. CON

STR vs. HYP

EXERCISE

CONTROL
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

HYPERTROPHY
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

STRENGTH
(n = 10)
mean ± SD

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for HYP - CON
Qualitative inference
P value

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for STR - CON
Qualitative inference
P value

ES (90% CL)
Percentage chances
(+/trivial/-) for STR - HYP
Qualitative inference
P value

5m SPRINT
(s)

1.00 ± 0.02

1.03 ± 0.04

1.03 ± 0.04

0.73 (0.28; 1.18)
97/3/0
Very likely
P = 0.047*

0.69 (0.11; 1.28)
92/7/1
Likely
P = 0.172

-0.07 (-0.57; 0.44)
18/50/32
Unclear
P = 1.000

10m
SPRINT (s)

1.77 ± 0.04

1.79 ± 0.07

1.78 ± 0.07

0.25 (-0.13; 0.63)
59/38/3
Possibly
P = 0.784

0.14 (-0.31; 0.59)
41/49/10
Unclear
P = 1.000

-0.09 (-0.42; 0.24)
7/65/28
Unclear
P = 1.000

20m
SPRINT (s)

3.08 ± 0.09

3.11 ± 0.12

3.10 ± 0.11

0.25 (0.02; 0.48)
65/34/0
Possibly
P = 0.233

0.14 (-0.19; 0.48)
38/57/5
Possibly
P = 1.000

-0.10 (-0.41; 0.21)
5/66/29
Unclear
P = 1.000

20-40m
SPRINT (s)

2.47 ± 0.10

2.49 ± 0.15

2.46 ± 0.13

0.08 (-0.27; 0.43)
27/64/9
Unclear
P = 1.000

-0.08 (-0.38; 0.22)
6/70/24
Unclear
P = 1.000

-0.14 (-0.33; 0.06)
1/72/28
Possibly
P = 0.672

40m
SPRINT (s)

5.56 ± 0.18

5.60 ± 0.27

5.56 ± 0.24

0.16 (-0.14; 0.45)
40/57/3
Possibly
P = 1.000

0.00 (-0.02; 0.03)
0/100/0
Most likely trivial
P = 1.000

-0.01 (-0.03; 0.01)
0/100/0
Most likely trivial
P = 1.000

Note. n, sample size; ES, effect size, standardized differences; 90% CL, 90% confidence limits. Qualitative inferences are ≤ 0.2 (trivial), > 0.2 (small),
> 0.6 (moderate), > 1.2 (large), and > 2.0 (very large): <5%, very unlikely; 5-25%, unlikely; 25-75%, possibly; 75-95%, likely; 95-99%, very likely;
>99%, almost certain. * significant difference between groups.
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Because this study examined a similar
resistance training session (i.e., 5 sets of 2 repetitions
with 90% 1RM) to those utilised in the previously cited
studies [9, 13], but performed 24 hours before the
testing session; it can be hypothesised that the
mechanisms which could be associated with the
improved performance, such as hormonal change and
positive psychological mood outcomes, could have
disappeared over a timeframe longer than 6 hours [9,
13, 23]. One other study has confirmed that a
resistance training session, in the form of parallel back
squat up to 1RM and power clean up to 4RM, does
improve backwards overhead shot throw (BOST) in
experienced shot-putters 6 hours later [10]. However,
data also reported a decrease in CMJ performance
following the training session [10]. Authors suggested
that the decrease in jumping performance in their
study could be related to the specificity of the lifting
exercises utilised [10].
A recent study by Russell et al., [12]
investigated different types of priming activities (i.e.,
sprinting; cycling; resistance training) implemented in
the morning by high level French rugby players,
detecting how afternoon jumping performance (i.e.,
CMJ) did improve after the sprinting (i.e., six 40 m
sprints with 180° change of direction) and cycling (i.e.,
six 6 s cycle ergometer sprints) protocols and not the
resistance training (i.e., bench press 5 sets of 10
repetitions with 75% 1RM) one. It could be argued
that the resistance training priming activity not
influencing the afternoon test may be due to the noninvolvement of the lower body. Another study utilising
auxotonic resistance training exercises, found an
increase in bench throws performance, coupled with a
decrease in squat jump performance, after one hour
and 45 minutes from implementing a priming activity
composed of a parallel back squat with bands as a
resistance (4 sets of 3 repetition with 66,8 ± 5.3 kg)
and a bench press with bands as a resistance (4 sets of
3 repetitions with 66,8 ± 5.3 kg) [11]. Authors
hypothesised that due to subjects’ higher strength level
on the lower body compared to the upper body,
external load during the band parallel back squat was
not sufficient enough to elicit a potentiating effect [11].
Multiple studies analysed the effects of
previous field or resistance training activity on
testosterone salivary concentrations and its circadian
rhythm [9, 12, 24-28]. Higher testosterone
concentrations have been correlated with increased
levels of athletic performance [24, 26, 29]. Especially,
higher performances on the parallel back squat

exercise and sprinting appears to be correlated with
high concentration of salivary testosterone in elite
athletes [25]. Pre-game testosterone levels have also
confirmed relationships with match outcomes in rugby
union [27], and increased three repetition maximum
strength was recorded after an increase in testosterone
levels due to a visual stimulation [24].
Short-term study (i.e., 6 hours) on salivary
testosterone concentrations demonstrated how heavy
(i.e., up to 100% of 3RM) bench press and back squat
exercises positively attenuated testosterone circadian
decline [9]. A similar study, reported that a weight
(i.e., bench press 5 sets of 10 repetitions with 75%
1RM load) priming activity performed in the morning
have a positive effect (+21 ± 23 pg·ml-1, +17 ± 18%,
P=0.002) on testosterone decline in the afternoon
compared to complete resting group [12]. Kraemer et
al., [28] investigated circadian rhythms of serum
testosterone concentrations in men, after a resistance
training workout and the day after; comparing them to
the circadian rhythms following complete rest. The
protocol utilised in the current research is clearly in-line
to the one employed in this study. Interestingly,
similarity was found in the response pattern of salivary
testosterone between both heavy resistance and
resting condition. Heavy resistance exercise did not
cause a significant increase in the magnitude of
testosterone secretion following the bout of exercises,
but neither increased the testosterone levels
throughout the following day [28, 29].
The novel finding of the study was that
performing a STR (i.e., 5 sets of 2 repetitions with
90% 1RM of parallel back squat) resistance training
session did not significantly decline power, reactive
strength and sprinting performance, when performed
24 hours prior, if compared to a CON group who did
not perform any physical activity. The only decrease in
performance following the STR priming activity was
likely moderate in the 5 m sprint, when compared to
CON group (ES of 1.03 ± 0.04 and 1.00 ± 0.02,
respectively). A possible limitation was the non-elite
level of the athletes tested, combined with a small
sample size. Influences of familiarisation with the
power, reactive strength and sprint tests were
minimised by the participants’ previous experience with
these tests during the strength and conditioning
training, combined with subjects’ practice of the
different tests during the familiarisation session.
However, the reader should consider that the aim of
this research was to investigate if a determined type of
resistance training session could enhance the day after
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(i.e., 24 hours) performance on different field tests.
Further studies should validate these findings, testing a
larger number of subjects.

[5]

5. Conclusions
The study reports novel data concerning the
efficacy of different modes of resistance training
priming activities on multiple athletic performances 24
hours later. The findings of this study indicate how
both STR and HYP priming activities did not increase
on-field performance measures 24 hours later.
However, the lower body ‘strength’ resistance training
session did not decrease the athletes’ tests outcome.
This peculiar finding suggests that for university level
field hockey players, performing a resistance training
workout with high intensity (i.e., 90% 1RM) and low
volume (5 sets of 2 repetitions), with a 3-minute
interval in-between each set, the day before a
competition, could represent an opportunity to perform
resistance training, without negatively affecting
competition 24 hours later. The findings of this study
may assist strength and conditioning coaches in
implementing similar resistance training sessions
during the in-season part of the annual cycle, providing
an additional window of training opportunity.
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